
Assessing Progress in RE 

Guidance 

This guidance is intended to support your thinking about assessing progress in 

RE. It focuses on the different types of knowledge that can be developed 

through the RE curriculum and offers some pragmatic suggestions for           

monitoring and evaluating pupil progress over time.  
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How Learning Happens 

Notes 

It may be more useful to start this section with considering how learning does not happen: progress in 

learning very rarely happens in neat ‘tickable’ incremental steps, which is, of course, one of the reasons 

why we have moved away from using levels to articulate pupil progress. Learning does not progress at a 

steady rate that is the same for every pupil—different pupils have different starting points and make  

progress at different rates. Perhaps most importantly, making progress takes time. 

The graphic below, produced by Grace Hudson, provides an evidence-based summary of how learning 

happens: 
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Purpose of Assessment 

Notes 

We need to be clear that we assess learning for three 

key reasons: 

1. To check our curriculum design is appropriate 

(the curriculum should be the progression model) 

2. To check our teaching and learning is effective 

3. To check that all our pupils are making progress 

in the subject 

To put it another way, the assessment should focus on 

pupils and the ways in which the curriculum and its   

implementation is enabling them to make progress.  

Assessment is not primarily for school accountability.   

The ‘projected forgetting curve’ - 

notice how many times you need to 

revisit something before it is moved into 

the long-term memory... 
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Types of Knowledge in RE 

The recent Ofsted RE Research Review (May 2021)    

outlined three core types of knowledge that we         

develop through the teaching of RE: 

Ofsted acknowledges the challenges of 

assessing progression in relation to      

pupils’ personal knowledge and suggests 

that this might be “an aspect of RE that 

ought to be ‘unencumbered’ by             

assessment.” 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/research-review-series-religious-education/research-review-series-religious-education


Substantive and Disciplinary Knowledge in RE 

Notes 

When we are assessing  

pupil progress in RE, we 

need to think about where 

there are opportunities to 

assess both substantive and 

disciplinary knowledge.  
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Assessing Substantive Knowledge: 

Assessing substantive knowledge is about checking that pupils ‘know more and remember 

more’ through engaging with the RE curriculum.  

The graphic overview below was created by Grace Hudson and draws from Kate Jones’    

Retrieval Practice (John Catt, 2019). 
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 Examples 

Assessing Substantive Knowledge: 
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These examples were all created and shared by Joe Kinnaird, who can be found on Twitter at 

@josephkinnaird. 
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Disciplinary Knowledge in RE 

Disciplinary knowledge involves the ‘ways of knowing’ 

associated with the academic disciplines that engage 

with religious and non-religious worldviews.  

It involves developing the specialised knowledge and 

specialised skills associated with studying religion 

and worldviews.  

Note that this means that assessment will 

not just be a straight dichotomy between 

knowledge (substantive knowledge) and 

skills (disciplinary knowledge); instead, we 

are looking at substantive knowledge (the 

content taught through the curriculum) and 

disciplinary knowledge (specialised 

knowledge and specialised skills). 

When we are talking about this in 

the classroom, it can be helpful to 

talk about looking through the 

lenses of believing, living and 

thinking. 

Notes 

This has implications for the knowledge we seek to include in the RE curriculum. If we need to look at our 

content through various different lenses, then we are going to have to carefully select what content we        

include on the curriculum. Ofsted refers to this as delivering ‘collectively enough’ without seeking to cover 

too much in a superficial way. This, in turn, has implications for the way in which we seek to assess pupil    

progress in RE. 
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Assessing Disciplinary Knowledge 

This specialist knowledge and specialist skills have been drawn from some end-of-phase              

expectations for the Lincolnshire locally agreed syllabus, which in turn were drawn from the        

primary and secondary RE audit tools for the Balanced RE approach.  

This updated guidance contends that the end-of-phase expectations may not be the most helpful 

model of assessing the progress of disciplinary knowledge, insofar as they break progress down 

into neat, end-of-phase incremental steps, which we have already noted is not reflective of how 

progression in learning happens.  

Assessing Progression of Disciplinary Knowledge 
 

This is not about building up disciplinary knowledge in pre-determined incremental steps covered in a 
set order through the phases of learning: pupils should cumulatively build their confidence in each of 

these areas over time. This will mean revisiting different elements (e.g. processes of reasoning) at differ-
ent times during their learning journey, rather than ‘ticking off’ a specific element in KS1 and covering    

different elements in KS2 or KS3. 
Assessment of progress is about making a professional judgement about the pupil’s confidence in each 

of these areas appropriate to the individual pupil and what they have been taught in order to build up a 

picture of the quality of their disciplinary knowledge overall. 

The implication of this is that we have to be able to trust our own professional judgement of   

pupil progress in RE, which means we need to know two things really well: 

1. Our pupils 

2. The RE curriculum This article raises some really interesting questions 

about issues of trust in teachers’ assessments. 
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https://www.lincolndiocesaneducation.com/page/?title=Exemplar+RE+Curriculum+Plans+%26%238211%3B+Primary+and+Secondary&pid=46
https://www.lincolndiocesaneducation.com/page/?title=Balanced+RE&pid=104
https://impact.chartered.college/article/issues-of-trust-teachers-assessments/?utm_campaign=1865517_7.%20July%20email%202%202021%20all%20members&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Chartered%20College%20of%20Teaching&dm_i=449V,13ZFX,3EQZV6,52BI5,1


Example 

Louise Hutton and Dawn Cox, Making Every RE Lesson Count (Crown Publishing, 2021) 

Questions for Reflection 

How easy is it to construct questions that reflect 

the disciplinary lenses? 

How will these questions enable me to assess the 

progress of pupils’ disciplinary knowledge? 

Assessing Disciplinary Knowledge 
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Frequency of Assessment 

As the old phrase has it, “weighing the pig more often doesn’t make it fatter”.  

It is important that pupils are given enough time to make progress before we carry 

out assessment.  

Pupils receive roughly the 

same amount of input in 

one half-term of English.  

To put this in context, RE should receive a minimum of 5% curriculum 

time. This equates to between 36 and 45 hours per year.  

 

It is unlikely that we would carry out a major summative assessment of 

pupil progress or attainment in English after one half term, so it doesn’t 

make sense to carry out multiple summative assessments in RE over the 

course of a single academic year. If we do this, we are simply not giving 

our pupils sufficient time to actually make progress.  

For this reason, it makes sense to make nor more than a single summative judgement on pupil progress in 

RE per year.  

This judgement could be based on a portfolio of evidence gathered over the course of the year. We have 

already noted that it is essential to assess what has been taught, that is, substantive knowledge, and to     

ensure that we are capturing evidence of pupils’ growing confidence in disciplinary knowledge (specialist 

knowledge and specialist skills associated with studying religious and non-religious worldviews).   

Alongside this will be regular formative assessment that is enabling us to check that the curriculum design 

is working and to review the impact of teaching and learning. For this reason, it will be useful to build in   

regular ‘knowledge checks’ to ensure pupils are acquiring or developing the knowledge we think they should 

be getting from their RE lessons. These ‘knowledge checks’ could take a variety of forms: multiple choice 

quizzes, knowledge organisers with gaps that need filling in, concept maps that need the connections        

between pieces of knowledge to be explained, and so on.   

Pupils need time to make 

progress in RE—assessment 

processes must reflect this. 

Notes 
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Finding the Evidence 

Evidence of pupil progress and attainment in RE can come from a wide variety of sources. This does not 

have to be limited to retrieval activities like the ‘knowledge checks’, but should include them. 

What Next…? 

• Think about feedback—once you have 

gathered evidence, how are you going to 

use it to help pupils know where they are 

now and what they have to do next? 

• Think about teaching and learning—what 

does the evidence tell you about the im-

pact of teaching and learning? Do you 

need to make any adjustments to the way 

in which the curriculum is implemented?  

• Think about curriculum—do you need to 

make any changes to the curriculum design 

itself to better enable all pupils to make 

progress? 

Notes 
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This also means you will have 

to be able to trust your own   

professional judgement…! 

Enabling the Academic Flourishing of All Pupils 

All schools and academies should be monitoring pupils’ progress in “knowledge, understanding, 

and skills towards defined end points” in all subjects on the broad and balanced curriculum (cf. 

Ofsted Education Inspection Framework), which includes RE. Church of England and Methodist 

schools are also expected to be regularly monitoring pupil progress and attainment in RE under 

strand 7 of the SIAMS Evaluation Schedule.   

However, it can take time to build regular assessment of RE into teaching practice, particularly if it 

has not been carried out before. It might be useful to take a strategic approach to embedding    

assessment into RE, for example, by initially tracking the progress of a particular group of pupils in 

order to reflect priorities on the school development plan. The Education Endowment Foundation 

has some excellent guidance on implementing change that may be of use when developing your 

assessment procedures in RE.  

Assessment helps build our confidence that all 

our pupils are flourishing academically in RE. 

The approaches outlined in this guidance are intended to support 

you to monitor and be able to capture evidence of the progress of 

all pupils in RE. In particular: 

• It recognises the centrality of understanding the curriculum as 

the model of progression 

• It recognises that progress happens at different rates for 

different pupils 

• It recognises that assessment relies on the teacher knowing 

the curriculum and knowing their pupils 

This has implications for the 

curriculum design itself—has it 

been designed to be accessible to 

all pupils? Is it appropriately 

inclusive? 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-inspection-handbook-eif/school-inspection-handbook
https://www.churchofengland.org/sites/default/files/2018-04/SIAMS%20Evaluation%20Schedule%202018_0.pdf
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/a-schools-guide-to-implementation/


Questions for Reflection 

 

1. How do we currently assess pupil progress in RE? 

2. Are we confident that our RE curriculum facilitates pupil progress? 

3. Are our assessment processes tightly aligned to what is taught on our RE curriculum? 

4. Do we assess both substantive and disciplinary knowledge in RE? 

5. How frequently do we assess pupil progress in RE? 

6. Do we give pupils enough time to make progress before we assess their progress? 

7. What sorts of activities do we use to capture evidence of pupil progress? 

8. How confident are we that all pupils are flourishing academically in RE? 

9. Are we currently meeting the expectations of Ofsted and, where relevant, SIAMS in relation to assessing 

pupil progress in RE? 

10. Do we have a clear and strategic plan to develop our assessment procedures in RE? 

Notes 
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Targets: 

1.  

 

 

2.  

 

 

3.  

The Diocesan RE Adviser is happy to support primary, secondary and special school 

teachers and subject leaders of RE in all schools and academies in Lincolnshire, North 

Lincolnshire and North East Lincolnshire. If you would like further support to develop 

the assessment of RE in your school or academy, please email her at                         

gillian.georgiou@lincoln.anglican.org.  
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